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This paper examines the role which "semantics" can play in language trans- 
lation. When formally defined at all, the meanings of sentences have been used 
in the past only to prove properties about translators (usually "correctness"). 
A new family of semantic-syntax-directed translators i presented here which 
"actively" use semantic information at translation time to help induce the 
translation. The family members display properties quite distinct from those 
of purely syntax-directed translators, with some semantic-syntax-directed 
translators enumerating every "correct" translation of a source sentence. 
Translations are defined between a general form of "phrase-structure language" 
which has both an underlying context-free grammar and a function-theoretic 
semantics based on Knuth's attributed grammar and Buttelmann's phrase- 
structure semantics. "Semantic deviance" is applied to syntax-directed methods 
for the first time. Both strings and their parses may be deviant; i.e., meaningless. 
The translators "filter" deviant strings and parse trees form entering or leaving 
the tree transducer of the translator. A second form of semantic-syntax-directed 
translator maps parse trees of source sentences to parse trees of sentences in 
the target language as a function of both the syntactic structure of the source 
parse tree and the values of attributes of its nodes. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
Th is  paper  examines the role which "semant ics"  can play in language 
translat ion. When formal ly defined at all, the meanings  of sentences have been 
used in the past only to prove propert ies about  translators (usually "correct -  
ness") .  A new family of t ranslators is presented here wh ich  "act ive ly"  use 
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semantic information at translation time to help induce the translation. The 
family of "semantic-syntax-directed translators" are a modification of the 
syntax-directed translators studied in (Aho and Ullman, 1969) and in 
(Buttelmann, 1974). The family members have properties quite distinct from 
those of purely syntax-directed translators. For example, some types of semantic- 
syntax-directed translators can enumerate very "correct" translation of a 
source sentence. The purely syntax-directed translators, on the other hand, 
translate between a rather limited set of language pairs which have never been 
adequately characterized. 
Translations are defined between "phrase-structure languages" Which in 
this paper have both an underlying context-free grammar and a function- 
theoretic semantics based on Buttelmann's phrase-structure semantics 
(Buttelmann, 1974) and Knuth's attributed grammar (Knuth, 1968, 1971). 
The semantics and syntax interact to bring about he following characterization 
of phrase-structure languages: a language is phrase-structural if and only if 
(i) its sentences are a recursive set; (ii) each sentence has a finite number of 
meanings; and (iii) the meanings of a sentence are computable by a total recursive 
function. 
"Semantic deviance," a concept informally applied by natural inguists and 
formalized in (Buttelman, 1974), is applied to syntax-directed methods for the 
first time. Both strings and their parses may be semantically deviant; i.e., 
meaningless. The translators (naturally enough, called "filtering translators") 
have "filters" which block deviant strings and parse trees from entering or 
leaving the tree transducer component of the translator. This one change in 
strategy over the traditional syntax-directed translator brings about the general 
result that such semantic-syntax-directed translators may induce the "correct" 
or "semantic-preserving" translation between any two phrase-structure 
languages. 
The classic syntax-directed translator defines the translation via an inductive 
mechanism on trees of height one isomorphic to the productions of the grammars 
of the source and target languages. A second form of semantic-syntax-directed 
translator (called a "predicate translator") defines the translation via an inductive 
scheme on both trees of unit height and predicates on the values of attributes 
of the nodes of those trees. The predicate and filtering translators can be com- 
bined to produce a "filtering predicate translator." The class of language pairs 
translatable using predicate translators without filtering is a proper subset of 
those translatable using filtering translators. However, filtering translators and 
filtering predicate translators can translate between the same language pairs. 
The paper itself is divided into six sections. The second section introduces 
some notational conventions and definitions needed later. The third section 
examines the phrase-structure languages and their defining systems. The fourth 
section introduces the filtering translators, comparing their properties to those 
of purely syntax-directed translators. Predicate translators are analyzed in the 
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fifth section. These are compared to both the purely syntax-directed and to the 
filtering translators. Finally, the last section summarizes the results of this 
paper and indicates future lines of research. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
For convenience in later sections we introduce several notational conventions 
which are followed uniformly throughout the rest of the paper, along with a few 
elementary concepts about trees. 
Denote the length of string w by i w ]; the cardinality of set S by 1] S I1; the 
powerset of set S by 2s; the set of integers from 1 to n by n; the concatenation 
of string w and string v by wv; the null string by A; and the null set by ~.  
The m-th member of ordered set S is denoted Sm• 
All trees are labeled ordered trees as defined in (Buttelrnann, 1975) or any 
number of standard sources. Let c(t 1 "" tn> stand for the tree with root c such 
that c has branching ratio n with t i being the i-th subtree "hanging" from c. 
The root of tree t is denoted "rt(t)";  its frontier by " i f ( t ) . "  The label of node n 
of t is denoted ~. For convenience, if function f maps to a set of nodes, then f 
denotes the similar function which maps to the corresponding labels of those 
nodes. Thus, if f (n )  = m, then/(n) = rh for each n in the domain of f. Two 
trees are isomorphic (t ~- t') if they are indistinguishable up to a renaming of 
their nodes. This isomorphism is extended to the nodes of isomorphic trees in 
the obvious way. Nodes n and n' of isomorphic trees t and t', respectively, are 
themselves i omorphic (n --~ n') if they occupy corresponding positions in their 
respective trees. Tree composition is defined in the standard way (Buttelmann, 
1975). Let S denote the set of all trees over some understood node set and label 
alphabet. The partial function C: S )< S X I ---> S, where I is the set of positive 
integers, is defined inductively by 
(1) C(c, t', 1) is defined if and only if r~(t') = ~ for node c. In that case, 
C(c, t', 1) = t ' .  
(2) For t = c{t 1 ... t~>, C(t, t', m) is defined if and only if 0 < m ~< 
I fr(t) l ,  and r~(t') --f~,~(t). In that case, there are unique non-negative integers 
x, y, and z such that y = I f  r(%)] ÷ ". + l fr(tz_l)[; z = i fr(t~)l; and y < m ~< 
y + z. Then C(t, t', m) = c < t i "" t~ 1 C( tx ,  t', m - -  y)  t~+ 1 "" t~). 
C(t, t', m) is often abbreviated as "t  ~ t ' ." Composition associates from left to 
right. Thus to ~ t' ~ t" is by definition equal to ((t ~ t')~o t"). (Note that, in 
general, composition is not an associative operation.) 
EXAMPLE 1. Let t = A,  t" = A<D E>, and t" ~- E<I 0). 
c(t, t', 1) = A<D E> 
C(t', t", 2) = A<D E(1 0))  
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C(t', t", 1) is undefined becauseffx(t' ) = D # E = r~(t") 
C(t', t", 3) is undefined because ]fr(t')l < 3. II 
The next notation comes from (Buttelmann, 1974). It allows any subtree of a 
tree to be conveniently "isolated." I f  
t ~ t o o t 1... o tt~ 
where (i) n 1 = 1; (ii) for 1 < i ~< k, nl = I fr(tl)l + "'" @ I fr(ti_l)i; and (iii) 
}fr(to) i = k; then t is by definition equal to "t0[t 1 "- tk]." This notation for 
trees is called "box bracketing." t o is the "supertree" and t 1 ,..., te are the sub- 
trees of the bracketing. Note that there are an infinite number of box bracketings 
for any tree. This is seen more clearly in the next example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Pictured in Figure 1 are the box bracketings of A(B(C)D(E) )  
given below. The supertree is distinguished with horizontal lines and the sub- 
trees by vertical and diagonal lines. The first tree is the "grafting" of B(C)  and 
D(E)  onto A(B  D).  The second tree is the "grafting" of B(C)  and the single 
A 
A £ 
A 
£ A 
Fro. I. Box bracketing of A<B<C>D<E>}. 
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node E onto A(B D(E)). Thus, both box bracketing break up A(B(C)D(E)) 
into three subtrees, with only one subtree in common, namely, B(C). 
A(B(C) D(E)) = A(B D)[B(C) D(E}] = A(B D(E))[B(C)E] . 
A(B C) has an infinite number of box bracketings. 
A(B C) = A[A(B C)] = A(B C}[B C] = A(B C)[B C][B C] 
= A<B C>[B C] " [B C]. | 
DEFINITION 1 (Context-free grammar]. A "context-free grammar" is a 
4-tuple G = (N, T, S, P) where (i) ]V is a finite non-empty nonterminaI 
alphabet; (ii) T is a finite non-empty terminal alphabet; (iii) S ~ N is the start 
symbol or axiom; and (iv) P, the production set, is a finite non-empty ordered 
set of trees of unit height. The root of each production is labeled from N and 
the frontier from (N u T) -- {S}. The union of N and T is the ~rocabulary, U. | 
The definition of context-free grammar excludes product!ons which involve 
the empty string A. They are excluded because structurally ' derivations involving 
such productions are difficult to represent and because they dan be eliminated 
without restricting the class of strings generable (except, of course, for Z itself). 
The productions of G are also constrained so that the axiom occurs only at the 
root of a derivation tree. This is for convenience in referencing the root node, 
which has a special significance in the semantic model defined in the next 
section. Of course, this restriction has no effect upon the languages generated 
by the grammars. Hereafter, the terms "grammar" and "context-free grammar" 
will be used interchangeably. 
The closure of set TR of trees under composition is denoted ps(TR) for 
"phrase-structures" of TR. Two additional sets ate defined, the "terminated 
structures" of TR, pst(TR) is {t~ps(TR)[f:(t)~:T +} and the "complete 
structures" of TR, ps~(TR) is {t ~ps(TR) lr~(t) = S~. The phrase-structures 
of a grammar, ps(G), are the phrase-structures of its productions. Similarly for 
terminated and complete structures. We shall often abbreviate the term "phrase- 
structure" by just "structure" in what follows. Furthermore, we shall assume 
that all grammars are "reduced" in that each production contributes to the 
generative capacity of the grammar by being a subtree of at least one complete 
tree. In (Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961), it was shown that all "useless" 
productions may be algorithmically removed from any grammar. 
Until this point, the term 'language" has been used in the traditional manner 
as any set of strings over a specified alphabet. Hereafter, this will no longer be 
true. The "sentences" of G, a(G) = {ff(t)]t ~psc(G)}. The sentences are what 
would be called the grammar's language in classic formal anguage theory. The 
term "language" is reserved for asomewhat different concept involving meaning. 
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A "language" is a set of ordered pairs. The first element of each pair is a sentence 
and the second is a meaning of that sentence from some understood semantic 
universe. This unorthodox view of "language" is motivated by common practice 
in the real world. The English and FORTRAN languages, for example, are not 
just a set o f  str ings in isolation. Humpty Dumpty could make words mean 
exactly what he wanted them to, but in doing so he  was not using English. 
Rather he spoke a tongue of his own invention which only superficially looked 
and sounded like English. Similarly, no one would consider the statement 
"-// ~ 1.3" to be FORTRAN if by that statement we meant to print out all 
members of array Z. 
As a consequence of this definition of language, we shall often specify a 
language as a set of ordered pairs. For example, the set {(a m, n) ] n > 0} is the 
language in which each sentence is a string of n "a"s  for some positive integer n 
and in which sentence an has for its sole meaning the integer n. 
One last concept related to trees is that of "leftmost derivation." This gives, 
in effect, a history of the derivation of a tree and is defined as follows. A "leftmost 
derivation" of tree t Eps(TR) with respect o ordered set TR, is a sequence of 
triples (P l ,  ml ,  n~),..., (p~, m~, n~) where each triple is in TR X I o X I such 
that (i) I 0 is the set of non-negative integers; (ii) I is the set of positive integers; 
(iii) m~ = 0; ( iv)  t W px o P2 "'" o p~ ; (v) Pi =-- TRn, ; and (vi) i ~ j => 
mi ~ mj. The leftmost derivation of t with respect o TR is denoted lmd(t, TR). 
I f  TR is understood, then the leftmost derivation is denoted simply by lind(t). 
3. I~HRASE-STRuCTURE LANGUAGES 
The languages introduced here are called "phrase-structure languages" 
because they have an immediate constituent analysis in terms of an underlying 
context-free grammar. In addition, the language definition system has a formal 
semantic component ~ akin to Knuth's attributed grammar and Buttelmann's 
phrase-structure semantics which ascribes meanings to the sentences of the 
language. Together the grammar and semantics constitute the complete language 
definiti6n system called a "phrase-structure system." Every sentence of the 
language has one or more derivation trees generated by the underlying rammar. 
Meanings are assigned to strings indirectly through their parses. In particular, 
each parse tree is mapped to a total recursive function as determined by the 
structure and labeling of the tree. Th is  function is a composite function formed 
from elementary functions associated with the subtrees of the parse which are 
isomorphic to the productions of the grammar. The arguments of this function, 
the "meaning" function, are values assigned to the terminal symbols of the 
parse tree. These values are, in effect, the morphemes of the language. The 
value of the meaning function on its arguments is a set of elements from some 
understood semantic universe, or universe of discourse. These elements are 
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the meaning of that parse. The set of all such elements for all parses of a string 
is the set of meanings of that string. 
The meaning function is determined as follows. Each node of a parse tree is 
mapped to a set of variables called "attributes." For convenience, each node is 
assumed to have its own set of identifiable attributes. These attributes have 
the "location" of their associated node. Each attribute of a node labeled by a 
nonterminal symbol is itself mapped to a total recursive function. This function 
defines the value of its attribute in terms of the values of attributes of neighboring 
nodes. Thus, the values of the attributes are "interlocked." To anchor the whole 
evaluation process, the terminal symbols have a fixed finite set of values. The 
root of the parse tree always has a lone attribute whose values are the meanings 
of that parse. 
Attributes divide into three categories (Knuth distinguished only two cate- 
gories: "inherited" and "synthesized")--"static," "inherited" and "synthesized." 
Terminal symbols have static attributes, so called because they do not depend 
for their value on other attributes. A synthesized attribute depends directly on 
its children for its value. On the other hand, an inherited attribute depends 
directly on either its parent, sibling, or other attributes of its node for its value. 
DEFINITION 2 [Phrase-structure system]. A "phrase-structure system" 
(pss) is an ordered pair Q = (G, ~9 °) where 
(1) G -- (N, T, S, P) is the underlying context-free grammar of Q. 
(2) 5 t = (A, R, F) where 
(a) A assigns attributes to each member of V. A: V -+ 2 ~ is a total 
function, c~ is a finite non-empty set of names or "attributes" partitioned into 
three subsets: inherited, synthesized, and static attributes. Mapping A is 
restricted so that (i) A(S)  is a single element which must be synthesized; (ii) for 
v ~ T, A(v) is a set of static attributes; and (iii) for v ~ N, A(v) is a set of in- 
herited and synthesized attributes. 
(b) R assigns a range of values to symbol-attribute pairs. R: V × a -~ 2 u 
is a partial function such that R(v, 3) is defined if and only if 3 ~ A(v). U is any 
set, the semantic universe. R(v, 3) is recursively enumerable wherever defined, 
and is finite for all v 6 T. 
(c) F assigns a total recursive function to each n0de-attribute pair. 
Let {v} denote the set of total recursive functions. F = ~J~v F~ where each F~ is 
a partial function: 
F~: nodes(p) X c~ ~ {~} X {nodes(p) X ct} + 
where F~ is defined on (n, 3) if and only if 3 ~ A(~) and either (i) n = rt(p) and 8 
is synthesized; or (ii) n ~fr(p) and 3 is inherited. IfF~(n, 3) = (g : B 1 × -" x 
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B,,, --+ E, ((nl, 81),..., (nm, 3,,~))) then E C 2 R(~.~ and for i e _m, B i = R(ni ,  3i). 
In addition, g(b 1 .... , b,~) is a finite set for each (b 1 ,..., bin) in the domain ofg. 
As a convention, an upper case Q (perhaps primed or subscripted) will always 
stand for a phrase-structure system. | 
DEFINITION 3 [Evaluated tree]. Let Q = (G, ~9 °) be a pss and suppose 
t ~pse(G ) with Imd(t, P) = (ql, rnl, nl) ..... (qz, m~, n~). Define partial function 
~r: nodes(t) × ~ -+ U such that ~r(n, 8) is defined if and only if 8 ~ A(~). I f  8 is 
static, then ~r(n, 3) is any element of R(~, 3). Suppose not, then there is a subtree 
qk of t, production pj and node r in pj such that q~ ~ p j ,  n = r, and F(r, 8) is 
defined: 
F(r, a) = (g :B ,  × --. x Bm --* E, ( (q ,  al) ..... ( r~,  8.,))) 
where r i = s, for r i E nodes(pi) and si e nodes(qk), rr(n, 8) is any element of 
{g(Yl ..... y,,,) [ y,  = rr(n, , 8,) for i e _m}. | 
An evaluation of a parse tree assigns to each attribute of each node one of its 
possible values. Thus a single tree can have many evaluations. 
Although the grammar of a phrase-structure system is context-free, the 
semantics is powerful enough to define a much larger class of sentences. Parse 
trees generated by the grammar which violate well-defined semantic onstraints 
are discarded from the set of legitimate parse trees. A special member of the 
semantic universe--"err" - - is  distinguished for this purpose. An evaluated tree 
in which at least one attribute has the value "err"  is "semantically deviant" (in 
the sense of (Chomsky, 1957, 1965)). Otherwise, the evaluated tree is "seman- 
tically consistent." Meanings will be assigned to sentences indirectly through 
their parses. Each consistent evaluation contributes one meaning to that parse. 
Each parse must have at least one consistent evaluation in order to itself be 
"meaningful." Otherwise, that parse is "meaningless." A string with one or 
more meaningful parses is itself meaningful and is a "sentence" of the language. 
A string with one or more parses, but with no meaningful parses, is a "non- 
sentence" 'of the language. 
DEFINITION 4 [Meaning]. The "meaning" of parse t of string w with 
respect to evaluation 7r is ~ if ~ is deviant and is ~(rt(t), A(r~(t))) otherwise. 
The meanings of t are the meanings of all evaluations of t. The meanings of w 
are the meanings of all parses of w. We shall denote all sets of meanings in 
functional form using the common symbol "/~." It should be clear from the 
context which of the several possible sets is actually being referenced; e.g., 
/,(w) is the set of meanings of string w, and/z(t) is the set of meanings of tree t. | 
The language of a phrase-structure system, L(Q), is simply 
{(w, m) I w ~ ~(a), m E/,(w)}. 
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The sentences of the language, a(L) = or(Q), are the meaningful strings generated 
by G, while the meanings of the language,/z(L) =/z(Q),  are those members of 
the semantic universe U which are meanings of the sentences of the language. 
It is worth repeating that the term "language" refers tO ordered pairs while 
the term "sentence" refers to strings alone. Thus a phrase-structure language 
is a set of string-meaning pairs. 
EXAMPLE 3. A phrase-structure system BIN = (G, 6") which generates the 
binary numbers under their common interpretation. 
(1) G = ({S, E, D}, {0, l}, S, P)  where P is given with F below. 
(2) 5 ° = (A, R, F) where 
(a) "val" is synthesized, "scale" is inherited; and "token" is static. 
(b)A(S) = {"vat"}; A(E) = A(D) = {"val", "scale"}; andA(O) = A(1) = 
{"token"}. 
(c) R(S, "val") = R(E, "val") = R(E, "scale") = R(D, "scale") ---- _To, 
the non-negative integers; R(D, "val") = {2 n ] n ~> 0} • {0}; R(0, "token") = 
{0}; R(1, "token") = {1}. 
(d) For convenience in defining F for BIN and later systems, we borrow 
the following conventions from (Knuth, 1968): (i) in tree do<d ~... d,,), $(d/) 
will stand for attribute $ of node di ; (ii) in defining F(di, 8), the ordered pair 
(g: B 1 X "'" X Bn -+ B, ((d/l , g i l ) " ' "  (din, ~i.))) 
will be abbreviated by 
8(d/) = g(8/~(d@..., 8/~(d/,)) 
and will be listed next to the production to which it applies. Subscripts will be 
used to distinguish between odes with the same label. Using these conventions, 
F is defined by: 
productions 
S<E> 
EI< E 2 D) 
E<D> 
D(0) 
D(1) 
semantic functions 
val(S) = vaI(g) 
scale(E) = 0 
val(E1) = val(E2) + val(D) 
scale(Ez) = scale(El) q- 1 
scale(D) = scale(El) 
val(E ) = val(D) 
scale(D) = scale(E) 
val(D) = 0 
val(D) = 2 seale(D~ 
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A sample derivation tree of the binary number "1101" complete with the 
attributes of the nodes and their assigned values is given in Figure 2. Note the 
interaction between synthesized and inherited attributes. | 
S value=13 
E scale=0 
12 
E scale=2 D scale=l ~ :12 ] va lue=0 0 token=0 
E scale=3 
I value= 8 D scale=2 
value=4 
D scale=3 
value=8 token=i  
i token=l 
D scale=0 
value=l 
1 token=l 
Fla. 2. Attributed Parse Tree of "1101". 
Clearly, the number of meanings of a parse tree is bounded on top by the 
number of evaluations of it. The number of meanings will be less than the 
number of evaluations if for two or more evaluations the attribute of the tree 
root has the same value. The number of evaluations for a single tree is finite 
since the set of possible values for each node-attribute pair is finite for all nodes 
labeled by terminal symbols and since in the definition ofF, the function g maps 
each element of its domain to a finite set. Therefore, string w can have an 
infinite number of meanings only if it has an infinite number of parses. This 
will be true when a sub-structure of a parse of w has the form AI<A2<...<A,).. ")) 
where each A, is a nonterminal and £/1 = A~. We call such structures "linear 
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recursive" (LRS). Intuitively it seems that LRSs do not really "contribute" to 
either the syntactic or semantic content of the string being parsed. Indeed, it 
is well-known that LRSs can be eliminated from consideration without affecting 
the class of sentences generated by context-free grammars. Consequently, we 
restrict he model of semantics in this paper so that in any evaluation zr of parse 
tree t containing LRS q, if 3 ~ A(r~(q)), then rr(rt(q), ~) = ~(fr(q), 3). Hence, 
all parses differing only in the presence of some number of LRSs have the same 
meanings. Therefore, each sentence has a finite number of meanings. This 
constraint on the semantics is called the "Linear Recursive Constraint" and 
leads to the following characterization of phrase-structure languages. 
(1) 
(2) 
function. 
(3) 
Proof. 
THEOREM 1. A language L is a phrase-structure language if and only if it 
satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3). 
Each sentence of L has a finite number of meanings. 
The set of meanings of each sentence ofL is computable by a total recursive 
The sentences ofL are a recursive set. 
(if) Suppose L satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3). Conditions (2) 
and (3) imply that/~(L) is a recursively enumerable set. From (3) it follows that 
a(L) has a total recursive characteristic function v: T + --+ {0, 1}. Construct 
pss Q = (G, 5 e) such that L(Q) = L as follows: 
(1) G = ({S,E}, T, S, P) where T = {b~ ..... bz} is the alphabet over 
which a(L) is defined. P is given with F below. 
(2) ~9 ° = (A, R, F) where 
(a) A(S) = {"mean"}; A(E) = {"fron"}; for i~ z, A(bi) = {"char"}; 
"mean" and "fron" are synthesized, and "char" is static. 
(b) R(S, "mean")_C 2.(z) U {"err"}; R(E, "fron") - -  T+; for iz_z, 
R(bi , "char") = {bi}. 
(c) F is defined by: 
productions semantic functions 
SfE> mean(S) = g(fron(E)) 
El<b 1 E2) fron(E1) ~ char(b1) fron(E~) 
El<b~ E~) fron(E1) = char(b~) fron(E2) 
E<bl> fron(E) = char(b1) 
E<b~> fron(E) = char(bz) 
where g: T + --~ 2 "(L) u {"err"} is defined by 
g(w) = "err" if u(w) = 0 and g(w) = ix(w) otherwise. 
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G is a syntactically unambiguous grammar which generates T +. Each parse tree 
has the form q = S(E)[p] where p ~ psi(G). The value of fron(E) for supertree 
S(E)  is if(q). The value of mean(S) of supertree S(E)  is t~(ff(q)). Hence, 
L(Q) = L. (only if) Suppose L is the language of phrase-structure system 
Q ~ (G, ,Y). Conditions (1), (2), and (3) follow from four facts: (i) R(v, ~) is 
finite for v ~ T; (ii) if g is a semantic function used in the definition of F, then 
the image of any member of the domain ofg is a finite set; (iii) ~r(x, 3) is selected 
from the image of a member of the domain of g; (iv) the Linear Recursive 
Constraint guarantees that there is only a finite number of parses which have 
different sets of meanings. | 
We briefly examine several other characterizing properties of phrase-structure 
languages. 
THEOREM 2. Phrase-structure languages are closed under the operations of union 
and intersection, but not under complementation. 
Proof. The proof that the phrase-structure languages are closed under 
union is essentially the same as that for showing the sentences generated by 
context-free grammars are closed under union. Assume disjoint nonterminal 
alphabets for pss Q and Q' except for a common grammar axiom S. Let Q" 
(G", 5:") be defined by G" ~ (N u N', T u T', S, P u P') and 50" ~ (A u A', 
R u R', Y u F'). Clearly, L(Q") = L(Q) u L(Q'). 
To show that the phrase-structure languages are closed under intersection 
requires the use of a pss similar to that used to prove Theorem 1. However, 
instead of using function g as in Theorem 1, we use function 
h: T + u T '+ --+ 2 ~L)U"~z') u {"err"} 
which is defined by h(w) = "err" if w ¢ a(L) n a(L') and h(w) ~- i~(w) n t~'(w) 
otherwise. Theorem 1 established that the sentences of any phrase-structure 
language are a recursive set and that the meanings of any string are computable 
by a total recursive function. Hence h is also a total recursive function. Clearly, 
the constructed pss generates L n L'. 
Since the number of meanings of any sentence of a phrase-structure language 
is finite (from Theorem 1), it follows immediately that if the semantic universe 
is infinite, the relative complement of any phrase-structure language contains 
sentences which have an infinite number of meanings. Therefore, the phrase- 
structure languages are not closed under complementation. | 
THEOttEM 3. Every phrase-structure language is the language of a phrase- 
structure system which has a regular grammar with just two nonterminals. 
Proof. The phrase-structure system constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 
has a regular grammar with just two nonterminals. |
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The last theorem reveals that there is a "tradeoff" of sorts between syntactic 
and semantic omplexity in language definition. The functions which determine 
the meanings of strings belong to the semantic universe which can compute 
relationships which some linguists might treat as syntactic in nature. For 
example, the contextual constraints of Chomsky's type 1 phrase-structure 
grammars can be treated as semantic restrictions on a type 2 phrase-structure 
grammar instead. Consequently, the language writer has the option of trading 
a more complex syntactic description for a somewhat simpler semantic form, or 
the writer may choose a simpler grammar at the expense of a more complex 
semantic definition. Thus, the debate among some linguists as to whether a 
language feature is "truly" syntactic or "truly" semantic is in the context moot. 
It  is merely a question of style. 
This completes the study of phrase-structure languages per se. The next 
section applies phrase-structure languages to the problem of language translation. 
4. FILTERING TRANSLATORS 
This section introduces the filtering translation which is a more powerful 
translator type than the purely syntax, directed model common in the literature. 
However, before presenting the filtering translator, it is necessary to detail the 
syntax-directed translator on which it is based. The core of both translator types 
is a tree transducer. 
DEFINITION 5 [Tree transducer]. A "tree transducer" is a 4-tuple TT 
(G, G', ~, M) where 
(1) G ~ (N, T, S, P)  and G'= (N', T', S', P') are context-free gram- 
mars, the "source" and "target" language grammars, respectively, 
(2) 4: N ~ N '  is a partial function such that +(S) = S'. 
(3) M is a k × 3 matrix where k >/II P [1. Following common program- 
ming language practice, Mi . .  will denote the i-th row of M, and M. . i  will 
denote the i-th column of 21//. For i E _k, Mi. , has the form: (t, t', .g) where 
(i) t E P; (ii) t '~  P' ;  (iii) ÷(r~(t)) = ri(t'); (iv) ~ = (xa ,..., x~) is a tuple of non- 
negative integers, the "index vector," where n = f fr(t')], for j  ~ n,ffj(t') ~ N'  =~ 
xj~_m where m = ]fr(t)l and ÷(ff~j(t)) =ff~(t'), and ffa(t')~ T' ~ xj = O. 
Each production of P must be the first member of at least one row of M. | 
A tree transducer can process an input tree either from root to frontier or 
from frontier to root. In this paper, we shall concern ourselves only with trans- 
ducers which operate from root to frontier or "top-down" transducers. The 
transduction begins at the root of a tree and moves through the tree in the 
order of a leftmost derivation processing one subtree of unit height at a time. 
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The transduction ceases when all unit subtrees have been processed. The 
output of the transducer is a parse of a sentence of the target grammar. Note 
that tree transducers are specified by grammars not languages and hence 
semantics plays no role in the transduction process. This fact will change in 
section 5 in which the transduction will be specified using phrase-structure 
systems rather than just context-free grammars. 
DEFINITION 6 [Tree transduction]. Suppose TT  = (G, G', ÷, M)  is a tree 
transducer; t epsc(G); (P l ,  ml ,  n~),..., (p~, mz, n~) is a leftmost derivation of t 
with respect o P. The transduction of t, denoted M(t)  is any of the possible 
outputs of Algorithm 1. 
ALGORITHM 1. Tree Transduction. 
Purpose: Transduce tree t into tree t' c psc(G' ). 
Set-Up: The algorithm defines a function A: nodes(t')--+ nodes(t). The 
function is specified as the tree t' is constructed. 
Steps: 
(1) Let c be a node whose label is ÷(rZ(t)) • A(c) = rt(t). Define ((1) = c. 
(2) If fr(t  '(i)) has no nodes labeled by nonterminals, then let t' = t'") 
and halt. Otherwise, let c be the leftmost nonterminal node of fr(t'(i)). Then 
A(e) = d for some node d in t. d is the root of some tree Ph such that (p, p', 2) is 
a row of M and p =_ Ph • Define t '(i+1) to be ((i) ~o p' where frj(t '(i)) = c. I f  Z is 
(x 1 ..... x~), then for r ~ n_, xr > 0 ~ A(fr~+r_l(t'(i+l))) =- frx~(pl~ ) in t. | 
A "translation" is commonly defined as a mapping between two languages. 
In the current context, however, a translation is a mapping between the sentences 
of two languages rather than between the languages themselves. 
DEFINITION 7 [Syntax-directed translator]. A "syntax-directed translator" 
is a sentence to sentence transducer SDT = (0,  Q', TT)  which executes 
Procedure 1. 
PROCEDURE 1. Syntax-Directed Translator. 
Purpose: Translate input sentence w of source language L(Q ) into some set 
of sentences from the target language L(Q'). 
Set-Up: Procedure 1 assumes that some parser for context-free grammars is 
available and that this parser can enumerate parses for a single string in some 
uniform manner if the grammar is syntactically ambiguous. The language 
constructs are self-explanatory pseudo-PL/I .  
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Steps: 
(1) DOi=ITOm;  
(2) I F  parsei(w) is defined THEN 
(3) print(ff(M(parsei(w)))); 
(4) ELSE STOP; 
(5) END; II 
EXAMPLE 4. A syntax-directed translator which maps infix arithmetic 
expressions into postfix arithmetic expressions. IN .TO.PO = (Q, Q', TT) where 
(1) Q = (G,-Y) is a pss which defines the infix arithmetic expressions 
over + and * for the variables "a" and "b". 
(2) Q' = (G', 5 ~') is a pss which defines the postfix arithmetic expressions 
over q- and * for the variables "a" and "b". 
The grammars G and G' are apparent from the  definition of TT below. The 
semantics ~9 ° and S P' have obvious definitions and are left as exercises for the 
reader to construct. 
(3) TT = (G, G', ÷, M) where ÷(S) = S', and ÷(E) = +(T) = ÷(F) = Z. 
M is the following matrix: 
source tree target ree index vector 
S(E) S(Z) (1) 
E(E q- T) Z(ZZ+) (1, 3, 0) 
E(T) Z(Z) (1) 
T(T*F) Z(ZZ*) (1, 3, 0) 
T(F) Z<Z) (1) 
F((E)) Z(Z} (1) 
F(a) Z(a) (0) 
F(b) Z(b) (0) 
The operation of IN.TO.PO is straightforward. An example of a translation of 
the source language sentence "a*(b + a)" to a target language sentence "aba -}- *" 
is shown in Figure 3. | 
The tree transducer is defined so that if a complete tree is given as the input 
to the transducer, then a complete tree will emerge as its output. This comes 
from the fact that for TT = (G, G', ÷, M) every production of P appears as the 
first element of at least one row" of M and every nonterminal on the frontier 
of the second element of a row of M is mapped by 2 onto a nonterminal on the 
frontier of the first element of that same row. It is possible for a single input 
to have more than one output defined for it. Thus M(t) can be any of a set of 
trees rather than a single tree. This can come about if and only if there are two 
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FIG. 3. Selected Snapshops of Translation of "a*(b + a)" (a) parse tree of "a*(b + a)"; 
(b) first snapshot; (c) second snapshot; (d) third snapshot; (e) snapshot of parse of 
"aba -1- *" 
distinct rows of M which have the same first element. Such transducers are 
said to be "ambiguous." Hence, a string can have more than one translation 
either because it has more than one parse or the transducer is ambiguous. 
Further note that for a syntax-directed translator every string which has a parse 
tree with respect o the source grammar does have a translation (possibly more 
than one) defined for it. Thus translations defined by syntax-directed translators 
will map non-sentences of the source language ither into sentences or non- 
sentences of the target language, depending on the particulars of the translator. 
In (Aho and Ullman, 1969, 1971), purely syntax-directed translators are 
investigated. They were unable to characterize the sets of strings for which 
643/36/3-7 
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translations are defined. However, they were able to show that certain transla- 
tions could not be defined using a syntax-directed translator. For example, 
their work shows that there is no syntax-directed translator which can correctly 
map the sentences of the languages {(a ~, n!) [ n > 0} to the sentences of the 
language {(a n, n) l n > 0} because the length of the target sentence would be 
greater than any exponential function of the length of the source sentence. Aho 
and Ullman also did not investigate the translation of languages whose meanings 
were formally and rigorously defined and hence did not investigate schemes for 
translating languages with non-context-free features which every actual 
programming language has. This paper extends their work to address translation 
in the context of a formal semantics and semantic deviance. 
In a syntax-directed translator all parses of the source sentence are accepted 
by the tree transducer for processing. By the same token, the frontier of every 
tree output by the transducer is a translation of the source sentence. No 
discrimination is made between "good" and "bad" parses, or indeed, between 
"good" and "bad" strings. Without a formal semantic model to provide a 
quantitative measure of "goodness," there is no obvious basis for selectivity. 
Even with a formal semantics, all parses can still be acceptable input and output 
of the transducer, even if they are meaningless. In (Buttelmann, 1974) a syntax- 
directed translator was defined which translated between the sentences of 
languages with rigorously defined meanings. Strings could be semantically 
deviant in Buttelmann's model. Buttelmann made no attempt o treat deviant 
parses or strings in any manner different from those which were consistent. 
We call such translators "nonfiltering" (NT). One alternative to the NT is to 
"filter" meaningless parses which enter and leave the transducer. Meaningless 
parses are blocked by the filters, but meaningful parses pass unchanged. Such 
translators we call "parse filtering" (PFT). Translations induced by non- 
filtering translators may not even be well-defined. Non-sentences of the source 
language may be translated into meaningful strings of the target language, or 
meaningful strings of the source language may be translated into a non-sentence 
of the target language. To protect against this happening, we also define a 
"string filtering translator" (SFT), which blocks non-sentences from being 
processed by or being output by the translator, but which makes no distinction 
between meaningful and meaningless parses with respect o input and output 
of the transducer. The difference between the PFT and the SFT is shown to be 
non-trivial in Theorem 8. The SFT can induce only a subset of the translations 
which can be induced by PFTs. The two models would be equivalent if all 
parses of a string were uniformly deviant or uniformly consistent. In general, 
however, this is not true. Some parses of a string may be deviant, while others 
may be consistent. The various models are pictured in Figure 4. 
Until this point we have used the term "correct translation" informally, 
relying upon the readers intuitive understanding of what a semantic-preserving 
translation is. The next definition crystalizes that definition. 
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FI~. 4. Filtering Versus Nonfiltering Translators (a) nonfiltering translator; (b) string 
filtering translator; (c) parse filtering translator. 
DEFINITION 8 [Semantic-preserving translation]. A translation 
~-: ,;(L) ~ 2 '~L'~ 
is "semantic-preserving" or "correct" if each target sentence shares a meaning 
with the source sentence which induced it; i.e., if/z(w) ~/ (z (w) )  ~ 2~. | 
This definition of semantic-preservation does not require a sentence and its 
translation to have identical meanings. The distinction between this definition 
and the more common one in which a sentence and its translation have the same 
set of meanings is only significant if the languages involved are semantically 
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ambiguous; i.e., some sentences have more than one meaning. Semantic am- 
biguity is more the rule than the exception in natural anguages, but it is more 
difficult to picture a program having two or more meanings. In fact, depending 
on how the meaning of a program is defined, multiple interpretations of a 
program may be realized. The behavior of a FORTRAN program, for example, 
will depend heavily on the environment in which it is run. Perhaps the most 
critical dependency is on the word-size of the machine. Hence, a FORTRAN 
program can be thought of as having several meanings, one for each of a set of 
potential machines on which that program may be executed. In translating from 
one natural language to another, one never insists that the source and target 
text have exactly the same set of interpretations. This would be wholly un- 
realistic. The translator selects one of the several meanings of the source text 
because of constraints imposed from external sources and generates a text in 
the target language which has one interpretation which agrees with the chosen 
interpretation of the source text. In this paper we do not address the problem 
of selecting one interpretation from a set of possible interpretations. 
As a consequence of Definition 8, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Semantic-preserving translations are not closed under com- 
position. However, i f  the languages involved are all semantically unambiguous, then 
semantic-preserving translations are closed under composition. 
Proof. Consider the semantic-preserving translations 
~'1 : or(L) -~ 2 '~(L'I "r 2 : a(L') --,- 2 "(L") 
where L = {(w, m)}, L'  = {(v, m), (% n)}, mad L" = {(x, n), (x, p)}, and ~-l(w) : 
{v}, r~(v) = {x}. "r~(rl(w)) ----- {x} and/~(w) C5 tz"(x) = ~.  However, if L, L '  and 
L" were semantically unambiguous; i.e., each sentence of these languages had 
just one meaning, then/~(w) ~/~'(v) =/~"(x). | 
THEOREM 5. Semantic-preserving translations are closed under inverse. 
Proof. If/~(w) ch/Z(v) ve 2~ then/~'(v) n/~(w) @ ~.  | 
The next two theorems how the class of languages for which semantic- 
preserving PFTs exist which translate their sentences. The proofs require two 
lemmas which are similar in nature. The proofs are, in a sense, unsatisfying 
because they rely heavily upon the non-determinism of the translation mechan- 
ism in outputing a translation. These theorems are important, however, in that 
they reveal the significance which filtering can play in language translation. 
These theorems are not true for nonfiltering translators. 
LEMMA 1. I f  L t and L 2 are phrase-structure languages, then there is a parse 
filtering translator which when given any sentence w of L t enumerates each sentence 
of Lz which shares a meaning with w and whose length is >/[ w ], 
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Proof. Construction: Suppose L 1 --L(Q1) and L~ =L(Q2);  that T 1 = 
{b 1 ,..., by} and T 2 = {d 1 ,..., d~}. Construct a new system Q: 
(1) 
attribute. 
(2) 
F below. 
(3) A(S)={"mean"}; A(E)=A(F)={"fron"}; for iey,  A(b~)-= 
{"token"} and A(Bi) = {"fron"}. 
(4) R(S, "mean")  C 2,(LP w {"err"}; R(E, "fron") = R(F, "fron") = T~+; 
for i E y, R(b~, "token") = {b~}; and R(B~, "fron") = T1 +. 
" fron" and "mean" are synthesized attributes and "token" is a static 
G = ({S, E, F, BI,..., By}, Tz, S, P) where P is given implicitly in 
productions semantic functions 
(1) S<E) mean(S) = f(fron(E)) 
(2) E~<Ee> fron(E1) = fron(E2) 
(3) E<F) fron(E) = fron(F) 
(4.1) BI<blF > fron(B1) z b 1 fron(F) 
(4.y) B~(buF) fron(B~) = by fron(F) 
(5.1) F<B1) fron(F) -- fron(B1) 
(5.y) F<Bu) fron(F) = fron(B~) 
(6.1) B~<bl> fron(B1) = token(b~) 
(6.y) By<u > fron(B~) ~ token(b~) 
where f :  T1 + -+ 2"(L11 ~J {"err"} is defined by f(w) = tz~(w) if w ~ a(L1) and 
f(w) ~ "err"  otherwise. 
Construct a second pss Q': 
(1') "fron", "mean" and "b" are synthesized attributes and "token" is 
a static attribute. 
(2') G' = ({S', E',F', BI' , .... Bu'}, T2, S', P') where P '  is given im- 
plicitly in F '  below. 
(3') ~/'(S') = {"mean"); A'(E')  = A'(F') = {"fron", "b"}; for i~y ,  
.d'(Bi' ) = {"fron", "b"}, and for i E z, A'(di) = {"token"}. 
(4') R'(S', "mean")  _C 2,(LP U {"err"}; R'(E', "fron") = T~+; 
R'(E', "b") = :/'1"; R'(F', "fron") = T~+; R'(F', "b") = TI*; for i~_y, R'(Bi', 
"fron") = T2 +, and R'(Bi', "b") = TI*; for i E z_, R'(d~, "token") = {d~}. 
(5) F is defined by: 
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(5') F' is defined by: 
productions semantic functions 
(1') S'(E') mean(S') = h(fron(E'), b(E')) 
(2.1') El'(d 1 E2' > fron(El' ) = d 1 fron(E() 
b(E~') --b(E() 
(2.z') Ea'(d~ E2' > fron(E~') = d~ fron(E2') 
b(El' ) = b(E() 
(3') E'(F') fron(E') = fron(F') 
b(E') = b(F') 
(4.1') F'(BI' } fron(F') = fron(Bl' ) 
b(F') -- b I b(Bl' ) 
(4.y') F'(Bu') fron(F') = fron(Bu') 
b(F') -- bv b(B() 
(5.1.1') Bl'<dlY' ) fron(Bl' ) = d 1 fron(F') 
b(B~') = b(F') 
(5.y.z') Bv'<dzF') fron(Bj) = d~ fron(F') 
b(Bj) = b(F') 
(6.1.1') B,'<d~) fron(B~') = dl 
b(B~') = A 
(6.y.z') B((d,)  fron(B() = d~ 
6(B( )  = A 
where h: Tz + × TI+-+2"(LP W{"err"} is defined by h(w,v)=,a2(w) if 
/~l(v) n/x2(w ) :/= ~;  and h(w, v)= "err", otherwise. Define tree transducer 
TT = (G, G', 4, M) as follows: 
(1) for yeN,  ÷(v) = v' eN ' .  
(2) M is the following matrix: 
source tree target tree index vector 
(1 '3 S<E) S'(E') (1) 
(2.1") E<E) E'(d~ E'> (0, 1) 
(2.z") E(E) E'(d~ E') (0, 1) 
(3") E(F> E'<F'} (1) 
(4.1") F<B1) F'(B,'> (1) 
(4.y") F<Bu> F'(Bu'> (1) 
(5.1.1") BI@IF > BI'<d,F' } O, 2) 
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(5.y.z") B~(byF) B~' (4F ' )  (0, 2) 
(6.1.1") Bt(bl)  B, '<4)  (0) 
By(by) By'(4> (0) ( 6. y.z") 
End of Construction. 
From the construction of P and P' ,  it is clear that 2/'1+ = a(G) and that 
T2+ = a(G'). From the definition of function f, it follows that or(Q) = a(Q1) 
and for w e a(Q), /x(w) =/q(w) .  Hence, L(Q) = L(Q 0. From the definition of 
function h, it follows that a(O' )C a(~2) and for w e a(~'), /x'(w)=/x2(w ). 
Hence, L(~')  CL(Q~). 
Suppose w = w 1 "-" w,~ ~ a(~). E labels at least one node in any parse of w, and 
since E(E)  ~ P, w has an infinite number of distinct parse trees. For r ~ 0, 
there is a parse tree rr of w with the following leftmost derivation: 
(S(E) ,  O, 1), (E(E),  1, 2),..., (ERE), l, 2), (E(F),  1, 3), 
(F<Bq), 1, 5.i ), (B,:z<b,F), 1,4.i ),..., 
(F(Bi,~_,), m -- 1, 5.i~_ ), (Bim ,~'bi,, F ) ,  m -- 1,4.i,~_~), 
(F(Bi,~), m, 5./~), (B,~(b~), m, 6.i,,,) 
where the production E(E)  appears in r triples of the derivation, and w 3. = bi~ 
for j e _m. Consequently, TT  induces a set of z r+'~ different parse trees whose 
frontiers are all of the strings in Tz+ whose length is between m and r + m. 
Each such parse tree induced has a box bracketing S'(E')[q] where q eps,(G'). 
From the definition of F', it follows that b(E') = w and that fron(E') is the 
frontier, v, of that tree. Therefore, mean(S') is/x~(v) if/x,(w) c~/,~(v) =# ~ and 
mean(S') = "err" otherwise. | 
LEMMA 2. I f  L 1 and L~ are phrase-structure languages, then there is a parse 
filtering translator which when given any sentence w of L 1 enumerates each sentence 
of L 2 which shares a meaning with w and whose length is ~ ] w 1. 
Proof. Constructions: Suppose L, = L(Q1); Z 2 = L(Q~); T, = {b 1 ,..., by}; 
and T2 = {all ..... dr}. Construct a new system O: 
(1) "mean", "fron" and "d"  are synthesized attributes and "token" is a 
static attribute. 
(2) G -- ({S, E, F, D1 ,..., D~}, T, ,  S, P) where P is given implicitly in F 
below. 
(3) A(S) = {"mean"}; A(E) = A(F) = {"fron", "d"}; for i e z_, A(Di) = 
{"fron", "d"}; for i cy ,  A(bl) = {"token"}. 
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(4) R(S, "mean") C 2"(L~) V) {"err"}; R(E, "fron") ----- R(F, "fron") = T~+; 
R(E, "d")  = R(F, "d")  = T2*; for iE z, R(D,, "fron") = TI+ , R(D,, "d")  = 
T2*; for i E_y, R(b~, "token") = {b~}. 
(5) F is defined by: 
productions semantic functions 
(1) S(E) mean(S) ~ p(fron(E), d(E)) 
(2.1) Elfb 1 E2) fron(E1) ~- b I fron(E2) 
d(EO = d(E~) 
(2.y) El<b u E2) fron(E1) -~ b u fron(E2) 
d(E~) = d(E~) 
(3) E<F> fron(E) = fron(F) 
d(E) = d(F) 
(4.1) F(DI> fron(F) = fron(D~) 
d(F) = dl d(91) 
(4.z) F(D~) fron(F) =- fron(D~) 
d(F) = d~ d(D3 
(5.1.1) n~(b~ F> fron(nl) ~- bl fron(F) 
d(D~) = d(F)  
(5.z.y) D~(b u F) fron(nz) = b~ fron(F) 
d(Dz) = d(F) 
(6.1.1) Dt(bl) fron(D~) = b 1 
d(D~) = A 
(6.z.y) D~<b~) fron(Dz) = b~ 
d(D~) = 
where p: TI+ × T2+ -~ 2"~L1 ) u {"err"} is defined by p(w, v) = th(w) if 
tza(w) (~/,2(v) @ ~,  and p(w, v) = "err" otherwise. 
Construct a second system Q' as follows: 
(1') "mean" and "fron" are synthesized attributes and "token" is a static 
attribute. 
(2') G' = ({S', E', F ' , / )1 '  ,.... D~'}, Tz, S', P ' )  where P '  is given implicitly 
in F '  below. 
(3') A(S') = {"mean"}; A(E') = A(F') --{"fron"}; for i E z_, A(Di' ) = 
{"fron"}, A(di) = {"token"}. 
(4') R(S', "mean") _C 2-(LP u {"err"}; R(E', "fron") ----- R(F', "fron") = 
/2+; for i E _z, R(Di, "fron") = "1"2+ , and R(di, "token") = {di}. 
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(5') F' is defined by:" 
productions semantic functions 
(1') S'<E'> means(S') = q(fron(E')) 
(2') E~'<E2'> fron(E~') = fron(E2' ) 
(3') E'(F'> fron(E') = fron(F') 
(4.1') F'(D~'> fron(F') = fron(Dl') 
. . .  . , .  
(4.z') F'(D~'> fron(F') = fron(D~') 
(5.1') D~'<d~F'> fron(D~') = d~ fron(F') 
(5.z') D~'(d~ F'> fron(D,') = d~ fron(F') 
(6.1') DI'(d~> fron(D~') = d~ 
. . ,  . . .  
(6.z') D~fd~> fron(D~) = d~ 
where q: T2+ --~ 2"{c2 ) ~3 {"err"} is defined by q(w) =/z2(w ) if w e o(L2) and 
q(w) = "err" otherwise. 
Define tree transducer TT = (G, G', ÷, M) where 
for v ~ N, +(v) = v' ~ N'  
M is the matrix: 
source tree target ree index vector 
(1") S(E> S'<E'> (1) 
(2.1") E(b~ E> E'(E'> (2) 
(2.y") E<b~ E> E'<E'> (2) 
(3") E<F> E'<F'> (1) 
(4.1") F<Da> F'(DI'> (1) 
, , ,  . , .  . . .  
(4.z") F<Dz> F'<Dz'> (1) 
(5.1.1") DI(b~F> D~'(dIF'> (0, 2) 
' dF '  (5.z.y") Dz(b~F> D~ < ~ > (0, 2) 
(6.1.1") D~(b~> DI'(d~> (0) 
Dz(bu > D~'(dz> (0) 
(1) 
(2) 
(6.z.y") 
End of Construction. 
From the construction of P and P', it follows that 7"1 + = a(G) and 7"2 + = 
o(G'). From the definition of function p, it follows that for all w ~ 7"1+, ~(w) C 
/zl(w ). Therefore, L(Q)CL(QI). Similarly, from the definition of function q, for 
each t' epsc(G'), t;(t') =/~2(ff(t'))- Therefore, L(Q') = L(Q2). 
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Suppose w = w 1 -.- w,, ~ a(Q1)- Because no parse of w has a linear recursive 
sub-structure, the number of parses of w is finite. For each 0 ~ r < m, there 
is a parse t,. of w with leftmost derivation: 
(S(E),  O, 1), 
(E(bqE), 1, 2.i~),..., (E(b#E), r, 2.i0, 
(E(F), r + 1, 3), 
(F(Dh) , r + 1, 4.ja), (Dh(b#+~'), r + 1, 5.jvi,.+l),..., 
(F(D~,, ~_~), m 1, 4.j . . . .  1), (Dj ...... ~(bi~ F) ,  m -- 1, 5.j . . . . .  ~.i~_~), 
(F<D~. _,), m, 4.j,,_r), (D~. _~<b,~), m, 6./~_,.i~) 
where w k = bi~ for h ~ Ln. 
Tree t r may be written as S(E)[q] where q ~pst(G ). From the definition of 
function F ,  it follows that fron(E) = w 1 " '  w,~ and d(E) = d~ " 'd3~_ .  From 
the definition of function p,/z(tr) is ~ if and only if iz~(w) (~ 1~2(djl "" dj,,_) = ~.  
Suppose tr is not deviant. TT  induces tree t r' for which f f(tr)  = dj~ "" ds ,  
which is a semantic-preserving trafislation of w. Since r ranges over all integers 
between 0 and m - -  1, and since for each string from 2/'2+ with length 1 to m 
there is a tree t r such that i f ( t / )  is that string, the translator induces all transla- 
tions of string w with length 1 through m. | 
THEOREM 6. I f  L 1 and L 2 are phrase-structure languages, then there is a parse 
filtering translator which enumerates each sentence of L2 which shares a meaning 
with the input sentence of L 1 . 
Proof. Form the "union" machine of the translators defined in Lemmas 1 
and 2. | 
THEOREM 7. I f  L 1 and L 2 are phrase-structure languages and some translation 
from the sentences of L 1 to the sentences of L 2 is a total recursive function, then there 
is a parse filtering translator which induces that translation. 
Proof. The proof is a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 6. The 
definition of function h in the specification of the target system in Lemma 1 
is changed to h(w, v) = ~2(w) if w is a translation of v c a(L1), and h(w, v) = 
"err"  otherwise. The definition of p in the specification of the source pss in 
Lemma 2 becomes p(w, v) =/x l (w ) if v is a translation of wee(L1),  and 
p(w v) = "err" otherwise. The proof is straightforward with these changes. 
The details are left to the reader. | 
Having established the power of the parse filtering translator we next turn 
our attention to the strength of the string filtering translator. Theorem 8 proves 
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that being able to filter parses is a more powerful process than merely being 
able to filter deviant strings. 
THEOREM 8. The string filtering translators induce a proper subset of the 
translations h~duced by parse filtering translators. 
Proof. Consider the semantic-preserving translation from the sentences of 
L 1 ={(a  ~,nI) ln~> 1} to L 2 ={(a  ~,n) ln >/ 1}. By Theorem 1 there are 
systems Q1 and Q2 which define L 1 and L 2 , respectively. By Theorem 6 there 
is a parse filtering translator which defines a semantic-preserving translation 
~-: a(L1) -+ 2°(a~ ). We claim that (i) there is no string filtering translator which 
defines 7; and (ii) that for each string filtering translator there is a parse filtering 
translator which induces the same translation as the string filtering translator. 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of these claims once proven. 
Claim 1. There is no string filtering translator which induces ~-. 
Proof of claim I. The translation is total and -r(w) is a single sentence from 
~(L2). We will show by induction that the length of any translation of a ~ must 
be bounded by an exponential function of n, whereas the correct ranslation of 
a ~ is n! long. From this will follow the truth of claim 1. 
Claim la. For t~pst(Gt) , weight(t')~< h weight(t), where h is an integer 
constant for ~-, and the weight of a tree is the number of triples in its leftmost 
derivation, and t' = M(t). 
Proof of claim la. Let k be 1 + the length of the longest frontier of any tree 
in M, .2 ,  the productions of G 2 . (Base Step)weight(t) -- 1. 
There is a row of M equal to (t, t', 2). The weight of t' is 1 < h. 
(Induction Step) weight(t) = m + 1. 
Suppose claim la is true for all trees from psi(G1) with weight less than or 
equal to m. Let be a tree with weight m + 1. Then t has a box bracketing 
q[b 1 "" b~_lp ] where b 1 ,..., b~_ 1 are simply nodes and p is the tree in the last 
element of the leftmost derivation of t. By hypothesis, weight(q') ~< hweig ht(q) 
where q' = M(q). Furthermore, the number of nodes on fr(q') associated with 
any single node of t is -~k weight(q). There is a row of M equal to (u, v, ~) wh6re 
u ~ p. Completing the transduction of t, at most h weight(~) occurrences of v may 
be composed to fr(q') since at most kweig ht(q) nodes of q' are associated with 
rt(p) in t. Hence, the weight of q' can increase by at most/}weight(q) in the final 
transduction step. Therefore, 
weight(t') ~< k weight(q) @ k weight(q) 2kweig ht(q) -~ kweig ht(q)+l kweig ht(*) 
End of proof of claim 1 a. 
Since the translation ~- is total and each sentence of ~(L1) has only one transla- 
tion and each string in TI+ and T~ + is a sentence, and ~- is a 1 --  1 function, 
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there can be no linear recursive substructures of a parse tree in ps(G1) which 
transduce to non-linear ecursive substructures in ps(G2) and conversely. F rom 
these facts and claim la, it follows that the length offf(t ' )  is bounded by an 
exponential function of the length of i f(t).  
End of proof of claim 1. 
Claim 2. For each string filtering translator, there is a parse filtering 
translator which induces the same translation. 
Proof of claim 2. Let Z be a string filtering translator which induces a 
translation from the sentences of phrase-structure language L1 to the sentences 
of phrase-structure language L 2 . We construct a parse filtering translator Z '  
which induces the same translation ~- as Z. Let G 1' ~ G 1 , and G(  - -  G 2 . 
Define ~cP 1' so that t Gpsc(Gl' ) is deviant if i f ( t )  ~ or(L:) and/x: '(t)  =/~:(f f (t)) ,  
otherwise. Similarly, define ~c 2' so that t' ~ps,(G() is deviant i f f f ( t ' )~ a(L2) ,
and/~2'(t') = tx2(ff(t')), otherwise. Let ÷' ~ ÷; and let TT'  = TT. 
Suppose w is input to Z. 
Case 1. w ~ a(L1). Z will not translate w. By the definition of QI', all parses 
of w with respect o GI' are deviant. Hence Z'  will not translate w. 
Case 2. w ~ e(L1). Z will generate one or more parses of w and transduce 
each one. All parses of w with respect o QI' are not deviant. Hence, Z'  will also 
generate the same set of parses and transduce ach of them. For each t' ~ ps,(G~) 
output by TT, Z will check whether its frontier is deviant. I f  it is deviant, Z 
will not output that frontier, otherwise Z will output that frontier as a translation 
of w. By the definition of ~2', no parse t' ~pse(G() is deviant unless its frontier 
is deviant. Hence, Z '  will output ff(t') if and only if Z will. 
Suppose w is input to Z'. 
Case 1. w ~ e(L1). Z' will find no non-deviant parses of w and will not 
translate it. Z will not translate strings which are not sentences ofL 1 by definition. 
Case 2. w ~ a(L~). Z' will generate one or more parses of w and transduce 
each one because a parse is non-deviant if its frontier is non-deviant. Since 
w ~ e(L1), Z will also generate the same set of parses and transduce ach one. 
For each t' ~ps~(G() output by TT', Z' will check whether it is deviant. By 
definition of Q2', t' is deviant only if its frontier is deviant. Hence, Z' will output 
ff(t') i f f f ( t ' )  ~ a(L2). Similarly for Z. 
End of proof of claim 2. | 
THEOREM 9. There is a length decreasing total recursive translation which 
cannot be induced by any string filtering translation. 
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Pro@ (Dickey, 1975) has shown that there is no non-filtering translator 
which can induce a translation from the natural numbers in base 2 to the natural 
numbers in base 3 with the obvious semantics. Since every string has a meaning 
in both of these languages, the string filtering translator educes to the non- 
filtering translator in this case. | 
The last four theorems establish relationships between the two types of 
filtering translators defined earlier. Note that the proofs of three of these 
theorems rest on the fact that in a row, (p, p', ~), of matrix M of a tree transducer, 
one of p or p' can have frontier width one, while the other can have a frontier 
width greater than one, and hence that a linear recursive structure can transduce 
to (or be the transduction of) a non-linear ecursive structure. As pointed out 
in section 3 in the definition of a phrase-structure system, linear recursive 
structures intuitively do not seem to add anything to either the structure or the 
meaning of the string. Yet they have been shown here to be important in an 
intuitive and relatively simple model of translation. Consequently, it is worth 
examining the consequences of removing their influence by examining filtering 
translators in which the defining phrase-structure systems have no parses with 
linear recursive sub-structures. We call systems and translators with this 
property--"reduced" ( R T ). 
THEOREM 10. I f  a translation T is induced by a parse filtering reduced translator, 
then there are integer constants b and h such that v ~ T(W) ~. [ V ! <~ hblwl. 
Proof. Note that claim la in the proof of Theorem 8 applies to all tree 
transducers defined in this section. I f  there is no linear recursive sub-structure 
in any parse t of source string w, then the weight of t is bounded by b I w [, for 
some integer constant b. Hence, the weight of tree t' induced by t is bounded by 
k weight(t) ~ hblwl for some integer h. Hence, so is [fr(t')]. | 
COROLLARY 11. The parse filtering reduced translators induce a proper subset 
of the translations induced by the parse filtering translators. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 6 and 10. | 
THEOREM 12. I f  there is an integer constant b such that for total recursive 
translation ~, v ~ .r(w) ~ [ v I ~ b [ w I, then there is a parse filtering reduced 
translator which induces ~-. 
Proof. Let T: e(L1) ~ 2°(L~ ) be a translation which satisfies the premise of 
the theorem. We will construct aPFRT, Z, which induces r. Z will be constructed 
explicitly for the case where b = 1, and the steps necessary to construct Z for 
b > 1 merely sketched as the generalization is straightforward. 
G 1 and G2 are implicitly given in M below. The semantics of Q1 passes the 
frontier of any tree t up to the root node where ixl(f?(t)) becomes the meaning 
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of the tree. Hence, L(Q1) -- L 1 . The semantics of Qz passes the sequence of B's 
in the parse tree t' and the frontier of t' up to the root of t'. The value of the lone 
attribute of the root of t' is "err"  if the sequence of b's isomorphic to the sequence 
of B's shares no meaning with ff(t ') ;  otherwise, the attribute value and hence 
the meaning of t' is the set of common meanings. This construction is almost 
identical to that used in the proof of Lemma 2. The definition of ÷ is also obvious 
from the definition of M below. 
Suppose 
source tree target tree index vector 
(1) s<E> s(E> (1) 
(2.1) E<B~> E<B~> (1) 
(2.y) Z(B~y E(B~> (1) 
(3.1.1) B,(b~ E> B~(dl E)  (0, 2) 
(3.y.z) B~<b~ E> B~(4  E> (0, 2) 
(4.1.1) Bx(b~ E> B,<dx) (0) 
(4.y.z) B~<b~ E> B~(4> (0) 
(5.1.1) Bl(b~> BI(d~> (0) 
(5.y.z) B~<b~,> By(C> (o) 
w ~ a(L1) has parse tree t with 
lmd(t, M .a  ) = (S(E>, O, 1), (E(Bq), 1, 2.i~), (BifbqE),  1, 3.ia.ja), 
..., (E(B~,~>, m, 2.i,0 , (B~(bi E>, m, 3.i,,j,,~), 
(E(B~,.+~>, m + 1,2.i~+~), (B~m+~(bi~+E>, m + l, 4.i,,~+rj~+l), 
..., (E<B~>, r, 2.ir), (B,~(b, E>, r, 4.i~.jr ), 
(E(B~,.+I) , r + 1, 2.i,.+1 ), (B#+l(b#+~), r + 1, 5.it+r jr+l) 
where w -~ bq "." bi,~ "'" bi~+~ • Then t induces tree t' with frontier djl "" dj, dj,,+x 
where m + 1 ~ r + 1 -- ] w 1- For each string d ~ 7"2+ with length between 1 
and r + 1, there is a tree t ~ps~(G1) with a leftmost derivation which induces 
a tree t' E psi(G2) whose frontier is labeled by d. Q2 was constructed so that t' 
will be non-deviant if and only if the tree t which induced it shares a meaning 
with t'. Hence, the translator induces ,. To generalize this result to the case 
where b > 1, it is only necessary to modify the productions of G 2 so that 
instead of having Bi(dj E> we instead have Bi<dj~ "'" dj~ E> and Bi(d h "" dj~> 
instead of Bi(dj>. Here k should vary over all integers from 1 to b. The semantic 
rules of Q2 must be modified to pass up to the root of a parse tree t' ~ psi(G2) the 
complete frontier of t'. | 
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THEOREM 13. l f  a translation -ris induced by a string filtering reduced translator, 
then there are integer constants b and h such that v ~ -r(w) ~ I V ] ~< h~lwl- 
Proof. The same proof as that used for Theorem 10. | 
THEOREM 14. The string filtering reduced translators induce a proper subset 
of the translations induced by the string filtering translators. 
Proof. Disallowing linear recursive sub-structures, the number of parses 
of a single string is finite. Hence, the cardinality of the translation of any string 
using a SFRT is finite. SFTs exist for which a single string has an infinite number 
of translations. | 
Because of Theorem 9, Theorem 12 does not extend to string filtering 
translators. 
5. PREDICATE TRANSLATORS 
The filtering translators tudied in section 4 apply semantic information only 
in pre-processing and post-processing the input and output of the tree transducer. 
In this section, we introduce a translator which has a tree transducer which is 
internally different from that used by filtering translators. The new transducer, 
the "predicate transducer" has a more complex matrix. Each row of M has a 
single source production, but has several target grammar productions, each 
accompanied by its own index vector and a total recursive predicate on the 
values of attributes of the source production of that row. In the tree transduCers 
studied earlier, each time a row of M was applied, the single target production 
was composed to one or more places on the frontier of the forming target parse 
tree. In a predicate transducer, when a row is applied, the predicates for that 
row are first evaluated. A target production may be applied only if its associated 
predicate is "true." I f  more than one predicate is true, then the transducer is 
ambiguous, and any of the target productions associated with a true predicate 
may be composed to the frontier of the forming target parse. I f  none of the 
predicates is true, then the transduction of that parse halts without generating 
a complete target tree. 
Recall that each node of the tree input to the TT  has a set of attributes. The 
predicate transducer accepts as input an evaluated parse of a source sentence, 
one in which each attribute has a single known value. These values are the 
arguments of the predicates in 13//. In particular, if a subtree p of some parse 
tree is being transduced, then p is isomorphic to the source tree entry in some 
row of matrix M. The values of the attributes of p are the arguments of the 
predicates of that row of M. The values of the arguments will therefore change 
as different subtrees all isomorphic to p are transduced. 
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To distinguish between the transducers of section 4 and those studied here, 
we call the former "simple transducers" and the latter "predicate transducers." 
The simple transducer is merely a restriction of the predicate transducer in 
which each row has one target production whose predicate is always "true." 
DEFINITION 9 [Predicate transducer]. A "predicate transducer" is a 4-tuple 
TT  = (Q1,  92 , ÷, M)  where 
(1) Q1 and (Q2 are phrase-structure systems, the "source" and "target" 
language systems, respectively. 
(2) ÷: N 1 --~ N 2 is a partial function such that ÷($1) = 82. 
(3) M is  a k × 4 matrix where k is an integer >~ II Pill. For i~k ,  Mi , .  
has the form: 
(t, (t~ ,..., t,), (~  ,..., ~,),  (pl  ,..., p , ) )  
where (i) t ~ps(G~); (ii) for j ~_n, tj ~ps(G~): (iii) for j ~ n, ÷(rZ(t)) = rf(tj); 
(iv) for j E n, 2~ - -  (x l , . . .  , x~,) is a tuple of non-negative integers, an "index 
vector," where m = [fr(tj) i ;  (v)ff~(tj)~N2 ~ xr of 2 j~v  where v -- l f r(t) l  
and 4( f f~( t ) )  = fG(tj); (vi) for j ~ y, fG( t j )  ~ T~ ~ x~ of 2j = 0; (vii) for j ~ _n, 
pj is a total recursive function whose range is {"true", "false"}, and whose 
arguments are the possible values of a subset of the attributes of r; (viii) each 
production of G 1 is the first element of at least one row of M. | 
DEFINITION l0 [Predicate transduction]. Suppose M is a predicate trans- 
ducer, that s e psc(G~), that (ql , m2 , nl),..., (q~ , mz , nz) is a leftmost derivation 
of s; and that 7r is an evaluation of s. The transduction of s with respect o ~r, 
denoted M(s ,  ~r), is any output of Algorithm 2. 
ALGORITHM 2. Predicate Transduction. 
Purpose: Transduce tree s with evaluation ~r into a tree s' Epsc(G2). 
Set -Up:  The algorithm defines a function ,d: nodes(s ' )~ nodes(s). The 
function is specified as the tree s' is constructed. 
Remarhs: I f  more than one predicate is true in a single application of a row 
of M,  then more than one target ree can result. 
Steps: 
(l) Let c be a node whose label is ÷(rt(s)). A(c) = rt(s), s 'm = c. 
(2) Iffr(s'")) has no nodes labeled by nonterminals, then let s' - -  s '(~) and 
halt. Otherwise, let c be the leftmost nonterminal node offr(s'(i~). Then A(c) = d 
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for some node d in s. d is the root of some tree qt~ such that (q, (ql', .... q~'), 
(xl,..., x~), (Pl,...,P~)) is a row of M, and q ~ ql~. Suppose p,. is true for the 
values of the attributes of q~ specified by ~r. Define s '(~+1) to be s '(i) Jo qr' where 
frj(s 'm) =-c. I f  ~ = (xl .... ,x,,,), then for v~_m, x, of ~ > 0 
A(frj+v_l(S'(i+l))) = f r~. (qh  ) in s. | 
EXAMPLE 5. A predicate translator: 
Source language: postfix arithmetic expressions 
Target language: postfix arithmetic expressions 
Both source and target languages are defined over the integers 1 and 2, the 
rationals 1 and 2, and the operators -k and * (We use the set of rational numbers 
instead of the real numbers to reflect the fact that the "real" numbers of 
FORTRAN,  PL/I, etc., are actually limited precision rational numbers.). 
Mixed mode expressions are allowed in the source language. Necessary 
conversions are handled automatically within the semantics. 
No mixed mode expressions are allowed in the target language. To add or 
multiply an integer and a rational number, the integer expression must be 
surrounded by a C( ) to indicate that conversion of the integer value to a rational 
value must take place before the operator is applied to the two operands. 
Source Language Specifications 
Source system is Q ~- (G, 5 ~) where 
(1) G = ({S, E, O}, {1, 1., 2, 2., + ,  *}, S, P) where P is given implicitly 
in F below. 
(2) "type", "val" and "op" are synthesized attributes; "token" and 
"optor" are static attributes. 
(3) A(S) = {"val"}; A(E) = {"val", "type"}; A(O) = {"op"}; for 
v ~ {1, 1., 2, 2.}, A(v) = {"token"}; A(-k) = A(*) ~ {"optor"}. 
(4) R(S, "val") = R(E, "val") = arithmetic expressions; R(E, "type) = 
{int, ratn}; R(O, "op")  = {plus, mult}; R(1, "token") = {1}; R(1., "token") = 
{1.}; R(2, "token") = {2}; R(2., "token") = {2.}; R(~-, "optor") = {plus}; R(*, 
"optor") = {mult}. "plus" and "mult"  are functions defined over INT  X 
INT  ~ INT  and over RATN × RATN --~ RATN where RATN stands for 
the rational numbers. The two functions define the common addition and 
multiplication operations. "cvir" converts an integer number into its rational 
equivalent. "apply(d, b, c ) "= d(b, c) where d: B × C--~ W is a function, 
b~B, and c ~ C. 
(5) F is defined by: 
643/36/3-8 
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productions 
S<E) 
EI<E 2 E 3 O) 
o<+> 
o<*) 
E<I) 
E(1 . )  
E<2) 
E<2.) 
semantic functions 
val(S) - -  val(E) 
if type(E~) - -  type(Ea) then 
val(E~) = apply(op(O), val(E2), val(E3) 
else 
if type(E2) = " ratn"  then 
val(E1) = apply(op(O), val(E2) , cvir(val(Ea))) 
else 
val(E1) = apply(op(O), cvir(val(E2)), val(E3) 
if type(E2) or type(Ea) = " ra tn"  
then type(E1) = " ra tn"  
else 
type(E~) = " int"  
op(O) = "p lus"  
op(O) = "mul t "  
val(E) = 1; type(E) = " int"  
val(E) = 14 type(E) - -  " ra tn"  
val(E) = 2; type(E) = " int"  
val(E) ---- 2. type(E) = " ra tn"  
Target Language Specifications 
Target system is Q' = (G', 5 P') where 
(1) a '  =({S ' ,E ' ,O '} ,  {1 ,1 . ,2 ,2 ,+,* ,C , ( , )} ,S ' ,P ' )  where P '  is 
given implicitly in F '  below. 
(2) " type",  "val" ,  and "op"  are synthesized attributes; "optor"  and 
" token"  are static attributes. 
(3) for v' c V', v E V, A'(v ' )  = A(v). n ' ( (  ) = A ' ( ) )  = A'(C) ~- yJ. 
(4) for v' e V', v c V, R'(v', 8') = R(v, 8) u {"err"}. "p lus" ,  "mul t " ,  
"app ly"  and "cv i r"  are the same functions defined in the source language 
specifications. 
(5) F i s  defined by: 
productions 
S ' (E ' )  
E~'(E 2' Ea' 0 ' )  
semantic functions 
val(S') = val(E') 
if type(Ez' ) = type(Ea' ) then 
val(El'  ) = apply(op(O'),  val(E~'), val(E3')) 
type(El '  ) = type(Ez') 
else 
val(El'  ) = type(El '  ) = "err"  
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EI'(C(E2' ) Ea'O' ) if type(E2' ) " int" and type(Ea' ) = "ratn" then 
val(El') = apply(op(O'), cvir(val(Ee')), val(E3')) 
type(E/)  = "ratn" 
else 
val(El' ) = type(El' ) = "err"  
E~'(E 2' C(Es' ) O'} if type(E2' ) = "ratn" and type(E~') = "int" then 
val(El' ) = apply(op(O'), val(E2'), cvir(val(E3'))  
type(El' ) = "ratn" 
else 
val(El' ) z type(E/)  ~ "err" 
E ' (1)  val(E') = 1; type(E') = "int" 
E ' ( I . )  val(E') --  1.; type(E') = "ratn" 
E ' (2)  val(E') = 2; type(E') = "int" 
E ' (2 . )  val(E') = 2.; type(E') = "ratn" 
Let PT  = (Q, Q', rr) be the desired translator where for v ~ N, +(v) = v' c N'. 
M is the matrix: 
Source Target Predicate Index vector 
(1) S(E)  S'(E')  true (1) 
(2) EI(E z E a O) E'(E' E' 0 ' )  if type (E2) -- type(E~) (1, 2, 0) 
E'(C(E') E' 0'} if type(E2) = "int" (0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0) 
and type(Ea) = "ratn" 
E'(E' C(E ' )0 ' )  if type(E2) = "ratn" (1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0) 
and type(E~) = "int" 
(3) E<I)  E ' ( I}  true (0) 
(4) E<I.)  E ' (1 . )  true (0) 
(5) E(2)  E ' (2)  true (0) 
(6) E<2.> E'<2.> true (0) 
(7) 0 (+)  0'(-~-) true (0) 
(8) O(*)  O ' ( * )  true (0) 
Source sentence: 2 2. 1 * -~ 
Target sentence: C(2) 2. C(1) * -~. 
The next theorem shows that the parse filtering predicate translator can 
induce the same set of translations as the parse filtering simple translator. 
THEOREM 15. The set of translations induced by the parse filtering predicate 
translators equals the set of translations induced by parse filtering simple translators. 
Proof. For every parse filtering simple translator, there is an equivalent 
parse filtering predicate translator. To show the converse is true, we construct 
an equivalent parse filtering simple translator for an arbitrary parse filtering 
predicate translator. Algorithm 3 converts a PFPT  which has k rows with 
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multiple target entries into an equivalent PFPT which has k -- 1 rows with 
multiple target entries, k iterations of the algorithm reduces the original PFPT 
into one with no multiple entry rows. Furthermore, the predicates in the 
reduced transducer always evaluate "true". This derived transducer is trivially 
converted into a simple tree transducer completing the proof. 
ALGORITHM 3. Reduce PFPT. 
Purpose: Transform a PFPT with k > 0 rows of multiple target entries into 
an equivalent PFPT with k --  1 such rows. 
Input~Output:  PFPT Z/PFPT Z'. 
Steps: 
(1) 
(2) 
Originally, let Z' = Z. Z' will be modified in the following steps. 
Select any row of M' with n > 1 target entries: 
(t, (t l '  , .... t~'), (~  ..... x~), (P l  .... , P~)) 
and suppose t = do<d 1 "" d~,). 
Step Source Target 
0 S S' 
Row of M 
1 S S' 1 
I i 
E E' 
2 S S' 2.2 
I l 
E E' 
E 0 C(E') E' O' 
3 S S' 
i I 
E E' 
E E O C(E ' )  E '  O '  
I | 
2 2 
FIG. 5. 
S S' 2.3 
l l 
E E' 
E O C(E ' )  E '  ~O'  
I /e , .  i ~ /k" ' -  ° 
2 E E O 2 E'  ' 
Step by step translation of "2 2. 1 * +"  to "C(2) 2. C(1) * +" .  
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S S '  
I I 
E E'  
E E 0 C(E') E' O' 
i /g ' - . .  i 
2 E E 0 2 E' C(E') O' 
i i 
2. 2. 
E 
E E 
l /4-... 
2 E E 0 
I 
2. 1 
S' 
I 
E' 
O C(E') E' O' 
J 
2 E' C(E') O' 
I J 
2. 1 
E 
E E O 
I ~ / '~o  2 
I I 
'2. 1 * 
S' 
I 
E' 
C(~') E' ../x'---.. 
2 E '  C (E ' )  O' 
I l I 
2. 1 * 
O' 
E 
I A-. , .  I 
2 E E 0 + 
i I 
2. * 
S' 7 
i 
E' 
C(~') E' O' 
I i I 
2. 1 * 
Fio. 5 (continued) 
(3) Replace that row of M'  with 2n rows: 
and 
(qa, tl', Xl, "true") ..... (q~, t~', $,~, "true") 
(h ,  h', 3~1, "true"),..., ( r . ,  r.', y~,  "true") 
where qi = do,i<dl "" d.~}, rl = do<do.i) and do, i is labeled by a new non- 
terminal, not in N , ,  and do, i ~ do, ~ for i, j ~ y, i =/= j. 
(4) To  N~' add do, 1 ..... do,,~. 
(5) To PI' add productions qi and r~ for i e n. 
(6) For  i e n, A(d0J = A(do) v {"down", "up"} where "down" is 
inherited and "up" is synthesized. 
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(7) For all synthesized attributes of do (and hence of do.i) , 8(do) = a(do, i). 
For all inherited attributes of do, 8(d0,i) = 8(do). For all synthesized attributes 
of do, i 8(d0,i) is computed using the same function as that used to compute 8(d0) 
in Q1 with do, i substituted everywhere for d o . For all inherited attributes of 
d 1 ,..., dj, 8(dj) is computed using the same function as that used to compute 
8(din) in Q1 with do. i substituted everywhere for d o . 
(8) Whenever do(do,i) is in a tree of psc(G1) , it must be the parent sub- 
structure of do,i(d ~ "" d,,) .  Define up(d0,i) to be the value-attribute pairs of all 
of the attributes of d 1 ,..., d,,~. Define down(do,i) to be "true" if the value of 
predicate Pi on the values of the attributes tored in up(d0,i) and the values of 
the attributes of d o is also "true".  Otherwise, define down(do,i) to be "err". 
End of Algorithm. 
We claim that Z'  is equivalent to Z in that they both induce the same transla- 
tion. Since Q2' = Q2, L(Q~') = L(Q2). Since the changes to ~1 in forming Q~' 
only increase the syntactic ambiguity of strings by adding parses with do. i
nodes, L(QI ' )  is a subset of L(~I). I f  at least one predicate is always true in 
Pl ,..-, P~, then L(QI' ) ----L(Ol) since each non-deviant parse in G 1 will then 
have a non-deviant parse in GI'. Those strings in a(LI' ) - -  a(L1) are only those 
for which the PFPT  does not translate, since the transduction of each parse of 
those strings is blocked at some point by false predicates for one of its subtrees. 
There is an obvious correpondence between a parse of a string w in e(G1) 
and the parses of that string by (71'. In each place where a subtree do(d 1 ."  d~)  
is found in t ~Pso(G1) , there is a subtree do(do.i(d 1 ... d , , ) )  instead. From the 
definition of the semantic functions for the nodes involved, it follows that a 
parse containing the latter structure is deviant only if (i) the original parse 
from G 1 was deviant, or (ii) during the translation of t, the predicate Pi would 
evaluate to "false". Using do(do,i(d 1 "" din)) in place of do(d 1 "" d,~} does not 
change the frontier of the tree, nor of the frontier of the tree generated by TT ' ,  
nor either of their meanings. Hence, the theorem follows. | 
The price paid for this conversion is a great increase in the syntactic ambiguity 
of the source grammar. Consequently, a PFPT  may be more efficient in time 
than an equivalent PFST even though, formally, both models can induce the 
same translations. 
Notice that the conversion of a PFPT  to a PFST was not achieved merely by 
adding new syntactic "markers" to the grammar of the source phrase-structure 
system. The semantics had to be changed as well. For a simple translator, if the 
source and target pss never generate deviant parses, then in order to perform 
the translation, it is never necessary to evaluate any parse. This fact is not true 
for a predicate translator since the evaluation affects the output of the transducer. 
I f  a PFPT  could be converted into an equivalent PFST without relying upon 
the use of deviance, then translations defined between sentences of systems 
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which never generate deviant parses could be done in a purely syntax-directed 
manner. This could possibly lead to a considerable savings in translation time 
depending upon the complexity of the semantic functions. Unfortunately, the 
next theorem shows this conversion is not always possible. 
THEOREM 16. There is a translation induced by a parse filtering predicate 
translator whose underlying source and target systems never generate deviant parses 
which cannot be induced by a parse filtering simple translator whose source and 
target systems also never generate deviant parses. 
Proof. Consider the total semantic-preserving translation r: a(L1)--~ 2°(r~ ) 
whereL 1 = {(n, 1)i n is a perfect square} k) {(n, 0)l n is not a perfect square} and 
L 2 = {(0, 0), (1, 1)}. Both L 1 and L 2 can be defined by systems which never 
generate deviant parses. There is a trivial PFPT  which induces ~-. Essentially it 
takes a source tree of the form S<E>[p] and maps it to S'<I> if f f(p) is a perfect 
square and maps it to S'<0> otherwise. One row of a predicate transducer 
might be: 
S<E> S'(I> (0) 
S'<O> (0) 
if fron(E) is a perfect square 
if fron(E) is not a perfect square 
where fron(E) = i f (p).  The details are an easy exercise for the reader. We claim 
that there is no PFST which uses systems which never generate deviant parses 
which can induce ~-. Suppose by way of contradiction that such a PFST, Z', did 
exist. Call the PFPT, Z. Let t ~psc(Gl' ) be the parse of a string w which is a 
perfect square, t is accepted as input to TT'  which generates a tree t' cpse(G2' ) 
whose frontier is "1". Isolate subtree h of t where h has the form: 
p[q~ ... q~([u~ ... p . . . .  urn])"" qv] 
where p ~ p'. (Since L 1 is infinite, there are strings w for which such subtrees 
exist.) Note that the set of perfect squares is not a context-free set of sentences. 
This is well-known and easily verified using the "pumping" lemma of (Bar- 
Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961). Consequently, if we "pump" on subtree h of t, 
the set of trees generated will include some (an infinite number, in fact) whose 
frontier is not labeled by a perfect square. These trees should transduce to a 
target tree whose frontier is labeled by 0 rather than 1. However, all trees 
generated by G( must have width one. Hence, the transduction of h by TT'  
must be a tree of width one. Consequently, the transduction of the trees formed 
from t by pumping on h can differ only by internal sub-trees which cannot 
affect either the meaning or the frontier of the generated target ree; i.e., all of 
the trees generated by pumping on h must have the same meaning and frontier. 
A contradiction, since ~- is semantic-preserving by hypothesis. | 
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As corollaries of the last result we have 
COROLLARY 17. There are translations induced by parse filtering predicate 
translators defined with specific underlying source and target systems which cannot 
be induced by any parse filtering simple translators using those same underlying 
source and target systems. 
Proof. . of Theorem 16 is such a translation. | 
COROLLARY 18. There are translations induced by string filtering predicate 
translators defined with specific underlying source and target systems which cannot 
be induced by any string filtering simple translator using those same underlying 
source and target systems. 
Proof. z of Theorem 16 is such a translation. II 
COROLLARY 19. The translations induced by the parse filtering predicate 
translators properly contain the translations induced by the string filtering predicate 
translators. 
Proof. From Theorems 7 and 16 and the fact that in the proof of Theorem 16, 
a(L1) = 7"1+ and a(L2) = T2+. | 
THEOREM 20. The translations induced by the parse filtering predicate translator 
properly contain the translations induced by the parse filtering reduced predicate 
translator. 
Proof. Let r: a(L1) --~ 2°(LP be any translation in which a single source tree 
has an infinite number of translations in a(L2). | 
THEOREM 21. The translations induced by the string filtering predicate 
translator properly contain the translations induced by the string filtering reduced 
predicate translator. 
Proof. Let ~-: a(La)--~ 2"(LP be any translation in which a single source 
sentence has an infinite number of translations in a(L~). | 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have attempted to explain the role which a formal semantics can play in 
language translation by developing translation schemes which use semantic 
information at translation time to partially direct the translator. The "semantic- 
syntax-directed translators" which result display properties quite different from 
those of traditional purely syntax-directed translators tudied elsewhere. The 
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relationships between the various models is shown graphically in Figure 6. An 
arrow from model £t to model B means that A translates between a subset of 
the sentences of language pairs which B can translate between. 
PFP 
P F <  ~PFRP 
first P = parse CRS 
second P = predicate 
FI~. 6. Relationships between various translation schema. 
The translator family developed here, while powerful, still does not allow 
intuitively satisfying translators to be constructed in many cases. Other ongoing 
research (Pyster, 1975) details additional translation schemes which are super- 
imposed on the basic structure of the syntax-directed translator. For example, 
the tree transducers traditionally transduce one sub-structure of a parse tree at 
a time. Transducers which operate on several subtrees of a parse tree in parallel 
can induce translations not readily defined by traditional "sequential" trans- 
ducers. 
Other work in attributed translations has been reported by (Lewis, Rosenkrantz 
and Stearns, 1974, 1976). However, in their work, Lewis, Rosenkrantz and 
Stearns treat what we call the meaning of a sentence as its translation. Hence, the 
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source language is defined by a context-free grammar and the target language 
is what we would call the meanings of the sentences of that grammar. Their 
work can lead to elegantly constructed compilers. I t  does not, however, have 
the advantage of giving the source and target languages independent definitions, 
each well-structured. The target language definition in their work has no 
structure at all and is just the output of a set of functions operating on attributes 
of trees. Also their work does not address the problem of semantic deviance 
which is the cornerstone of our work here. 
It may be appropriate to re-examine the possibility of translating between 
natural languages using a phrase-structural pproach. Many of the subtle 
problems in phrase-for-phrase natural language translation might be manageable 
using techniques built on those developed here. 
It is important o recognize that in the language model defined and studied 
here, two sentences have the same meanings if and only if the set of objects 
from the semantic universe associated with them are identical. Thus, the 
sentences "a + b" and "b + a" for common arithmetic do not mean the same 
thing unless they both map to a semantic representation which "normalizes" 
them into a common form. The problem of performing this normalization is 
immerse and appears to be an important area of research. 
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